
The Honeywell CT30 XP enterprise mobile computer  
is an elegant, yet durable all-purpose business tool  
offering reliable data access and communications  
for retailers and frontline mobile workers.  
The CT30 XP combines the elegant design and usability of a high-
end mobile phone without compromising the durability and business 
functionality organizations depend on. Combined with powerful 
Honeywell software such as Operational Intelligence, Smart Talk unified 
communications and Smart Pay contactless payment, the CT30 gives 
business a powerful solution that helps maximize productivity and  
minimize TCO for retailers and healthcare workers. 

The CT30 is built on the latest generation of Honeywell’s Mobility Edge™ 
platform to support the stability, security and longevity companies need in 
its mobile devices. The Mobility Edge platform enables a longer product life, 
superior security, optimized performance and accelerated deployments. 

Embedded with the latest Wi-fi 6 technology, the CT30 delivers ultra-
reliable data access and improves connection reliability, providing a better 
experience for voice or video communications. And with the optional 
FlexRange™ scan engine, users receive an easier, faster and more flexible 
data capture experience to support more use cases with fever device types.  

The CT30 XP offers an elegant aesthetic and consumer phone experience 
for retailers while delivering the durability and manageability that keeps 
frontline workers productive and engaged. The slim, lightweight and 
compact CT30 XP is easy-to-use and designed with maximum durability, 
helping the device withstand challenging environments, normal wear  
and tear and accidental drops. 

The CT30 XP is available in disinfectant ready housing, which are designed 
to support frequent cleaning – with 34 approved cleaning solutions – 
multiple times per hour without breaking down, cracking, or fading. 
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Mobile Computer

Industry Applications 
Retail
•  Price Check

•  Item look-up

•  Task Management

•  Shopping assistance

•  Customer Engagement 

•  Mobile POS

•  Cycle Counting

Healthcare
•  Patient ID

•  Therapy validation 

•  Secure Text & Voice

•  Real-time alerts

Benefits 
•   Pocketable, yet rugged

•   Features a swappable battery that  
is easy for users to remove 

•   Android 11 through 13 compatibility, 
leveraging the latest processor and  
memory technology

•   Ergonomically designed with a  
5.5-inch FHD display 


